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The Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities (DOT&PF) is continuing to update its Alaska Aviation 
System Plan (AASP) in accordance with Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) System Planning Advisory Circular (AC) 
150/5070-7. The AASP provides airport system planning for the largest aviation system in North America. Not only does 
Alaska comprise a large geographical area, but 82 percent of Alaska communities are located off the contiguous road 
system; thus, a significant portion of the stakeholders depend on air travel for basic needs and services.

The AASP was initiated in 2008; Phase I concluded in 2013, and Phase II work continued from 2013 through 2019. 
Phase I primarily focused on goals, measures, classifications, forecasts, inventory, and creating a centralized aviation 
database. The major accomplishments during Phase II included enhancing internal and external websites, creating a 
Capital Improvement and Maintenance Program (CIMP), digitizing the Airport Project Evaluation Board (APEB) process, 
establishing several industry workgroups, and adopting digital performance measures. Phase III, which is anticipated to 
run from 2020 through 2025, will include updating the inventory, implementing recommendations from previous years, 
improving the website and data search technology, analyzing new data, conducting special studies that are specific 
to Alaska airports (e.g., Bypass Mail or Airport Resiliency), and providing recommendations for improving the Alaska 
aviation system.

Airport classification and performance measures are part of the foundation of aviation system planning and provide 
essential metrics to track system health. Performance measures and classifications flow from system plan goals and 
objectives. Current goals, objectives, classifications, and performance measures of the AASP were developed in Phase 
I and documented in Missions, Goals, Measures, and Classifications. In Phase II, previous work was reviewed, updated, 
and documented in Evolution of the Alaska Aviation System: Classifications and Performance Measures. The following 
report documents the Phase III review and updates to classifications and performance measures.

Because classifications and performance measures are related to the system plan mission and goals, the planning team 
and Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) evaluated these previously established goals at the beginning of the phase and 
determined they are consistent with the current planning environment. The following mission and goals will continue to 
guide work in Phase III:

Goals	Supporting	the	AASP	Mission
 f Safety	and	Service: Develop, operate, and maintain an airport system that contributes to aviation safety and meets 

user needs

 f Fiscal	Responsibility: Develop, operate, and maintain airport facilities and services in a cost-effective and sustainable 
way.

 f Communication: Provide opportunities for public involvement to ensure effective communications.

 f Management: Effectively implement plan policies and guidance for managing, planning, designing, maintaining, and 
operating aviation facilities.

The mission of the AASP is to plan and provide for the safe and 
efficient	movement	of	people	and	goods	and	the	delivery	of 
services, through the development, maintenance, operation, 

and	management	of	Alaska’s	airport	system.

https://www.alaskaasp.com/admin/Docs/AASP%20Mission%20Goals%20Measures%20Classifications%20-%20for%20website.pdf
https://www.alaskaasp.com/media/3869/evolution_of_the_aasp_classifications_and_performance_measures__2015_.pdf
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II.	 Review	of	Classifications
National	Plan	of	Integrated	Airport	Systems	Classifications 

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Airport Improvement Program (AIP) provides grants to public agencies for 
the planning and development of public-use airports (in a few cases, private owners and entities) that are important to 
the national air transportation system. The airport must be included in the National Plan of Integrated Airport Systems 
(NPIAS) to be eligible for a grant. The NPIAS identifies and classifies airport roles and airport development that is eligible 
for AIP funding over the over the next 5 years.

Approximately 65 percent of the public-use airports in the U.S. are included in the NPIAS, which is updated and published 
every 2 years as required by Title 49 United States Code (USC), § 47103. The NPIAS classifies public-use airports (both 
existing and proposed) that are important to public transportation and contribute to the needs of civil aviation, national 
defense, and the Postal Service.

The FAA utilizes a variety of data including enplaned passengers, based aircraft, aviation activity, ownership, and federal 
use to determine the classification, category, and hub/role of each NPIAS airport. The guidance for determining the 
NPIAS classifications is contained in FAA Order 5090.5, Formulation of the NPIAS and ACIP. The FAA works closely with 
state aviation agencies and local planning organizations to identify and classify airports for inclusion in the NPIAS.

Fairbanks International (FAI) – Photo by: Carmen Lobsinger

https://www.faa.gov/airports/aip/
https://www.faa.gov/airports/planning_capacity/npias/
https://www.faa.gov/airports/planning_capacity/npias_acip_order/
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NPIAS airports are grouped by statute into two major categories: Commercial Service and General Aviation. Commercial 
Service facilities are publicly owned airports with at least 2,500 annual enplanements and scheduled air carrier service. 
General Aviation airports are public-use facilities with commercial service reporting less than 2,500 enplanements or no 
commercial service. The NPIAS further categorizes these airports as primary (more than 10,000 annual enplanements) 
and nonprimary (between 2,500 and 10,000 enplanements). The Commercial Service category is subdivided into large 
hub, medium hub, small hub, nonprimary, and nonhub, and the General Aviation category is subdivided into local, basic, 
and unclassified. Complete definitions are available on the FAA website under Planning & Capacity – Airport Categories.

FAA guidance in Advisory Circular (AC) 150-5070-7, Change 1, recommends a system plan document NPIAS classes. To 
meet this goal, the AASP website and this report provide both the AASP and the NPIAS classification for all listed airports.

For consistency, especially in determining airport funding categories, 
the NPIAS definition of airport roles should be adhered to in 

airport system planning documents.

(Advisory Circular [AC] 150-5070-7, Change 1, §209b)
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AASP	Classifications

The AASP uses categories that consider additional elements that are unique to the Alaska airport system. As the map 
illustrates, Alaska encompasses an area one-fifth the size of the contiguous 48 states. In this expansive area, fewer than 
20 percent of communities are connected to the National Highway System (NHS). Airports in off-road communities 
thus serve as vital lifelines unlike any other airport system. The NPIAS airport classifications do not account for the 
added importance these airports have to remote communities. This illustration is an excellent example of why the FAA 
recognizes the need for state system classifications that differ from the NPIAS, such as those in the AASP.

FAA AC 150/5070-7, Change 1 subchapter 209b recognizes that a state or region often requires different or additional 
classifications to better articulate the individual airports’ role beyond the national system and specific to that state.

“In the airport system planning process, some states or metropolitan planning 
organizations may use different definitions of airports from those found in 
the NPIAS in an effort to classify current and forecast local aviation needs.” 

(FAA Advisory Circular [AC] 150-5070-7, Change 1, §209b)
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The AASP Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) reviews the AASP classifications approximately every 5 years to adjust or 
clarify roles or definitions. During the 2021 review, the TAC determined that the classifications established in past phases 
of the AASP are fundamentally appropriate with only minor modifications to the current system.

The original classifications in Phases I and II were determined by previous system plan efforts and aimed to present 
definitions that aligned with the Alaska system context with minimal deviation from previous naming conventions. The 
Phase I report (Mission, Goals, Measures and Classifications dated November 2011) documents the methodology and 
outcome of those efforts. The Phase II report (Evolution of the Alaska Aviation System: Classifications and Performance 
Measures dated September 2015) reiterated the purpose and need for Alaska-specific classifications.

With over 700 airports registered in the State of Alaska, an efficient way to classify them is critical. The airports 
within Alaska are extremely diverse, ranging from large, commercial service international airports, to the most 
remote and rugged examples of backcountry airstrips. The vast majority of Alaskan airports lie somewhere in 
between these two extremes, serving small communities and fulfilling an important and specified role within the 
Alaska transportation system. Although the FAA also classifies airports in a manner to suit federal needs, Alaska 
utilizes its own unique airport classification system, more complimentary to serving the needs of Alaska. The reason 
airports must be classified goes far beyond the obvious obligatory need for simple, administrative organization. 
Other reasons include:
Q	Better understanding of the role aviation plays in the Alaska transportation system
Q	Investment and funding prioritization
Q	A useful tool in airport planning, design, construction, maintenance, and operations
Q	Multi-modal and interregional planning assistance for neighboring communities
Q	Overall measurement of the entire airport system’s performance

Taken from the AASP Phase II report 
Evolution of the Alaska Aviation System: Classifications and Performance Measures

https://www.alaskaasp.com/admin/Docs/AASP%20Mission%20Goals%20Measures%20Classifications%20-%20for%20website.pdf
https://www.alaskaasp.com/media/3869/evolution_of_the_aasp_classifications_and_performance_measures__2015_.pdf
https://www.alaskaasp.com/media/3869/evolution_of_the_aasp_classifications_and_performance_measures__2015_.pdf
https://www.alaskaasp.com/media/3869/evolution_of_the_aasp_classifications_and_performance_measures__2015_.pdf
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Classifications also aid in determining DOT&PF project scoring that is used to prioritize funding for improvements. The 
differentiation between on- and off-road airport projects in the AASP classification system is also used in the Aviation 
Project Evaluation Board (APEB) project scoring criteria. The NPIAS does not differentiate between airports located on 
or off the road system, which is appropriate at the national level where virtually all communities have access to multiple 
modes of transportation. When classifying Alaskan airports, however, differentiating between on- and off-road airport 
projects is crucial. AASP classifications recognize in-depth metrics to clearly separate these types of airports, clarify the 
airport’s role in the system, support the prioritization of projects in the APEB scoring criteria, and support performance 
measures that are appropriate to the classification.

The results of the Phase III meetings with the TAC are documented in this report. After reviewing the classifications, 
resulted in minor wording changes to clarify the definitions and classification titles. A new classification (Landing Strips) 
was created to encompass all of the non-DOT&PF-owned, non-NPIAS airports that are included in the FAA Alaska Chart 
Supplement. Most airports included in the new class of Landing Strips were not previously classified by the AASP and 
commonly referred to as backcountry airports. Additional minor modifications are documented in each classification 
definition that follows. Not all classifications were modified.

Akiachak (Z13)
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Medium	and	Small	Hub	Airports
The TAC determined that the current AASP classification of international airports was misleading to the audience 
because the definition followed the NPIAS definition of medium and small hubs. The title led the public to question why 
many of the airports in the state that serve international markets and have “International” in their name were not part 
of this classification. The definition that was initially developed in the AASP Phase I report and confirmed in Phase II did 
not include the word international, therefore the existing definition continues to apply. Airports that meet the definition 
remain the same. The classification is renamed for the AASP to align with the FAA NPIAS naming convention—medium 
and small hub airports.

With the AASP classification renamed, the definition of medium and small hub airports remains the same as the 
definition in the NPIAS: A medium hub airport has at least 0.25 percent, but less than 1 percent, of the total annual 
passenger boardings in the U.S., and a small hub airport has at least 0.05 percent, but less than 0.25 percent, of the total 
annual passenger boardings in the U.S. The three largest airports in Alaska meet this definition.  (Because of anomalies 
resulting from the COVID-19 travel restrictions, the 2019 NPIAS is the defining document, and Juneau remains an AASP 
small hub regardless of changes to the NPIAS designation.)

Bethel (BET)
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Regional	Hubs
In AASP Phases I and II, the classification of regional airports always included the word “hub” prominently in the class 
definition.  The Phase III planning team determined that changing the name to include the word “hub” meets the FAA 
Advisory Circular’s (AC) recommendation that state classifications should use common language to help the public and 
users understand the airport’s role in the state system.

The definition of regional hubs remains the same as the regional definition documented in Phase I and Phase II. Regional 
hub airports serve as the transportation and economic hub for more than one community. These airports usually need 
to accommodate larger aircraft; have instrument approaches with low minimums; and have more landside facilities, 
infrastructure, and services than smaller public-use airports. These airports, heliports, and seaplane bases must meet at 
least three of the following criteria:

f	Are designated primary airports, as defined by the FAA, with at least 10,000 annual passenger boardings
f	Are air carrier hubs, as defined by the FAA
f	Are USPS hubs or handle more than 2 million pounds of cargo (freight and mail, enplaned and deplaned) 

annually
f	Have FAR Part 139 commercial operating certificates
f	Serve communities with health facilities that serve two or more communities
f	Are DNR-designated primary or secondary fire tanker bases
f	Serve communities with U.S. Coast Guard facilities.

Airports that meet less than three of these characteristics may be considered regional hub airports if other justification 
for their regional role can be documented and supported by the DOT&PF. Alaska has 28 regional hub class airports.
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Fairbanks International (FAI) - Photo by: Carmen Lobsinger
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Community	Class	Airports
Community class airports are divided into two categories: off-road and on-road. Off-road airports are unique because 
the airport provides the only year-round means of transporting people and goods to and from the community. These 
community off-road airports are vital to the safety, survivability, and quality of life of these communities.

In previous reports, the “off-road” definition included a lack of year-round road access to the intrastate road system. The 
Phase III TAC is clarifying this definition by replacing “intrastate road system” with “National Highway System (NHS).” This 
wording change aligns the AASP with other transportation plans in the state and does not add or eliminate any airports 
from the classification.

Community class airports (both off-road and on-road) are defined as follows:

Community airports generally fulfill the role of a small community’s primary airport when no medium, small, or regional 
hub airport serves this function. These airports usually serve basic community needs regarding hospital airlift, local 
aviation-related business, and emergency needs. When two or more communities are in close geographic proximity and 
accessible to each other year-round (within 1 hour driving time), a community airport may fulfill the primary airport 
role for more than one community. Community airports are further subdivided into off-road or on-road categories, 
depending on whether or not they have year-round road access to the NHS. Community airports are defined as public 
airports, heliports, or seaplane bases that serve as the primary air transportation facility for communities that:

f	Have a permanent population of at least 25.
f	Have a public school.
f	Are located more than 1 hour by road that is accessible year-round from a medium, small, regional or 

community airport.

Airports that do not meet all of these criteria can be designated as community airports with justification supported by 
the DOT&PF and approved by the AASP TAC.

The following airports were included in the community off-road classification in the 2011 AASP Phase I study and remain 
community class airports for the reasons listed in the Phase I report:

f	Craig and Klawock are less than one hour’s drive from each other. However, to account for different types of 
aircraft (amphibious and wheeled), both the Klawock Airport and the Craig Seaplane Base are included as 
Community Airports.

f	Hollis does not have a school and is slightly less than a one-hour drive from Craig and Klawock. However, Hollis 
is an important intermodal terminal for the Inter Island Ferry Authority, and so should be in a higher class than 
Local.

Red Devil Airport in Central Region was reclassified in the Phase II AASP from community off-road to local class – NPIAS 
high activity. Sheldon Point Airport in Northern Region was renamed and is now listed under its new name, 
Nunam Iqua.

Community	Class	Airports	–	Off-Road
In 2022, Alaska has 145 community off-road airports. The current number differs from the 2011 report because of the 
reclassification of Red Devil Airport in Phase II. The definition of community off-road remains the same. These 145 critical 
airports comprise more than 50 percent of the DOT&PF airports in Alaska.

Sand Point became a FAR Part 139 certificated airport in 2016 but remained in the community off-road classification 
because it does not meet the other minimum requirements for a regional hub.
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Nulato (NUL)
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Community	Class	Airports	–	On-Road
Community on-road airports are connected by a road to the NHS and are further defined as public airports, heliports, or 
seaplane bases that serve as the primary air transportation facility for communities that:

f	Have a permanent population of at least 25.
f	Have a public school.
f	Are located more than 1 hour by road that is accessible year-round from a hub or other community airport.

On-road airports differ from off-road airports only because on-road airports connect with the NHS. Nineteen airports 
are currently designated as community on-road airports.

-

-
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Skagway (SGY)

Chistochina Chistochina Non-NPIAS

Non-NPIAS

AASP	Community	On-Road	Airports	by	Region
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Local Class Airports
Local class airports accommodate mostly general aviation activity. These airports either supplement hub or community 
class airports by providing additional general aviation capacity in more densely populated portions of the state or serve 
low-population areas where a community airport is not warranted. Runway size and landside facilities and services 
depend on the type and quantity of aircraft using the airport. Capability for instrument approaches or nighttime use is 
needed less often at local airports than at regional hub and community airports.

Local	Class	–	NPIAS	High	Activity	Airports 

Local class NPIAS high activity airports are further defined as public-use airports, heliports, or seaplane bases that:

f	Do not qualify for the medium, small, regional hub, or community classes.
f	Are included in the NPIAS.
f	Have at least 20 based aircraft.

Local	Class	–	NPIAS	LOW	Activity	Airports
Local class NPIAS low activity airports fill a similar role as other local class airports but have fewer than 20 based aircraft. 
This classification is defined as public-use airports, heliports, or seaplane bases that:

f	Do not qualify for the hub or community classes.
f	Are included in the NPIAS.
f	Have fewer than 20 based aircraft.
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Girdwood (AQY)
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Local	Class	–	Non-NPIAS	Airports
The AASP TAC modified the classification of local non-NPIAS airports in 2021 to include all DOT&PF owned, non-NPIAS 
airports and select other public-use airports that meet the guidelines for local class and are not in previously defined 
classes.

Local class non-NPIAS airports include public-use airports, heliports, or seaplane bases that provide additional general 
aviation capacity in more densely populated areas, are listed in the FAA Alaska Chart supplement but not included in the 
NPIAS or eligible for federal grant funding.

Bold (A13)
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Landing Strips
The 2021 review of the AASP classifications added a new class of airports to include all other NPIAS, FAA-recognized 
facilities in Alaska. This new classification, titled Landing Strips, accommodates the wide variety of FAA-registered 
NPIAS facilities across the state. The FAA guidance for system plans supports an inventory of NPIAS airports, and future 
tasks under the AASP may determine that further inventorying and classifying these NPIAS airports is warranted.

Landing strips are defined as the remaining NPIAS facilities registered with the FAA, not owned by DOT&PF, and not 
included in previously defined classifications. The most recent FAA reports indicate that more than 450 public and 
private-use strips are located across the state. Additional information on these strips is documented in the AASP Phase II 
brochure Backcountry Airstrips of Alaska: An important, but often overlooked resource.

Wrangell – St. Elias National Park, Photo by: Dustin Moore

https://www.alaskaasp.com/media/1867/aasp_backcountry_brochure_august_2017.pdf
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Seaplane	Facilities
The NPIAS and AASP include seaplane facilities in their definition of airports and airport classifications. In Phase II, the 
FAA and DOT&PF recognized the important role that seaplane bases fulfill in Alaska and published an addendum to the 
AASP focusing exclusively on Alaska’s state-owned seaplane facilities. The addendum is titled Seaplane Facilities Plan and 
is available on the AASP website (www.alaskaasp.com). 

This addendum is a planning tool that goes beyond the NPIAS and AASP classifications to further categorize state-owned 
seaplane facilities. The Seaplane Facilities Plan provides additional information, such as performance measures, to help 
preserve these unique airports. 

The AASP 2021 review of classifications and performance measures determined that the current environment did not 
warrant update to the seaplane addendum.

Clark Bay (HYL)

http://www.alaskaasp.com/media/1772/aasp_seaplane_facilities_plan_20160720_final4print.pdf
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III. Review of AASP Performance Measures
The FAA system planning AC contains information on performance measures and their importance to the ongoing 
aviation planning process. The AC also recognizes the importance of periodically reviewing measures to ensure that the 
data are useful and current as well as to accurately document system condition.

Feedback from the initial Phase III survey and interviews conducted with AASP website users identified issues with 
existing performance measures. Specifically, updates are inconsistent, the metrics with percentages are too complicated 
and confusing to many readers, and some performance measures are outdated or outside the purview of the state. 
Performance measures are intended to inform the general public and other system users about the general health of the 
system over time. Performance measures that are not easily understood across a broad range of users defeats one of the 
goals: to provide clear and concise information. The TAC considered these comments when reviewing this task.

The TAC’s holistic review resulted in the establishment of the following goals to guide updating of performance 
measures:

f	Track metrics that are updated with automatic data pulls, when possible, to reduce additional staff time and 
increase data reliability.

f	Revise metrics so that they are easily understood across a broader audience.
f	Categorize metrics to recognize funding responsibilities and clarify that some desirable airport infrastructure 

improvements are the responsibility of the community or private industry (e.g., fuel for sale and public 
restrooms).

f	Retain metrics that will aid in tracking system performance over time.
f	Select metrics that are reasonable based on airport classification; not all metrics are applicable to all 

classifications.
f	Improve the report cards and scorecards to display information clearly.

In some cases, the development of the measures may be an on-going 
process because the initial work may end up being too difficult 

to measure.

(Advisory Circular [AC] 150-5070-7, Change 1, §505c)

Quartz Creek (JLA)
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The TAC determined that revising the categories would help clarify the purpose of individual measures. The former 
categories were Design, Service, and Other, and the new categories include the following:

f	Airport Design: These measures relate to the airport geometry (e.g., runway length).
f	Airport Safety: The FAA, DOT&PF, and the public place a high priority on safety; therefore, grouping measures 

that directly impact safety together is logical.
f	Airport Planning: Planning for airport projects and capacity is crucial to a large system and an FAA requirement 

for Airport Capital Improvement Plan (ACIP) funding.
f	Community Quality of Life: This category is an important aspect of the airport environment but does not qualify 

for FAA AIP funding and does not directly impact safe airport operations.
f	Community Economic Development: These attributes are desirable for any airport but not directly related to 

infrastructure needed to accommodate aircraft.

In addition to clarifying definitions, eliminating complicated percentage calculations, and establishing new, easily 
defined categories for performance measures, the TAC also considered concerns regarding data accuracy. Survey results, 
individual interviews, and industry best practices strongly support the need for accurate data.

One of the primary goals during the TAC review was to identify measures that could remain current through automated 
data pulls from the FAA or other reliable sources. A realistic assessment of available resources to update the previous 
measures aided in selecting the measures to eliminate.

The assessment of existing measures also included the practical value of the information. For example, is it relevant 
to track Runway Visual Zone (RVZ) when very few Alaska airports have more than one runway? The September 2015 
Evolution of the AASP Classifications and Performance Measures report noted that “Very few airports are non-compliant 
with RVZ or parallel taxiway standards because they do not apply to the vast majority of AASP airports.” Many of the 
design standards tracked in previous phases were eliminated or redefined to increase relevancy.

The AASP Phase II Design standards included percentage weight are shown in Table 1.

Table	1:	AASP	Phase	II	Design	Standards
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The newly adopted design standards are included in Table 2.

Crosswind coverage moved to the Safety category and RPZ control and compliance is now combined into one measure. 
Current design aircraft is now a standalone metric because it is the determining factor in new project design, and other 
design criteria were grouped under nonstandard condition. Tracking Runway Safety Area (RSA) was discontinued because 
all practicable projects to address RSA discrepancies are complete and any remaining nonstandard conditions are now 
tracked in that line item.

The AASP performance measures in the Phase II Service Index group included many measures that are outside of the 
DOT&PF’s mission. Measures that are important to either the community or the airport’s economic development 
and are tracked under new categories titled Community Quality of Life and Economic Development. New measures 
for broadband and unmanned aerial systems (UAS) are now included under the Economic Development category to 
account for recent technological advancements. Emergency shelters are a new measure that reflects their importance to 
maintenance crews serving remote airports. Runway length, lighting, and parallel taxiways moved to the Safety category. 
Instrument approach minimums were removed until the system can accurately track and update this information.

Table	2:	Sample	Airport	Design	Standards	Report

Table	3:	Sample	Quality	of	Life	and	Community	Economic	Development	Report
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The remaining measures tracked in Phase II and grouped as “Other” were evaluated, revised, and added to appropriate 
categories.:

f	Airfield Condition: Now tracked as Primary Runway Condition under the Airport Safety section.
f	Weather Reporting: Now tracked under Safety as two distinct metrics: FAA Weather Cameras and Certified 

Weather Reporting. This change is largely based on the documented need for additional automated weather 
stations (AWOS and ASOS) and the proliferation of FAA weather cameras across the system.

f	Visual Approach Slope Indicators (VASI) and Precision Approach Path Indicators (PAPI): These two indicators were 
replaced by Approach Lighting Systems (ALS) and Runway End Indicator Lights (REILs) under the Safety section. 
This change is largely because of ongoing discussions between the FAA and DOT&PF regarding installing and 
maintaining new PAPI systems. 

f	Current Airport Layout Plan (ALP): This measure is tracked under Planning, along with Airport Master Plan.
f	Current CIMP Inspection: This measure is now in the Planning group because of the critical role that these 

inspections play in project planning.
f	Seasonal Closures: This measure remains under Safety to provide ongoing and consistent tracking.
f	FAA-Compliant Geographical Information System (GIS) Data: This new measure is under the Planning section.

Table	4:	Sample	Airport	Safety	and	Planning	Measures	Report
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The team carefully reviewed each measure’s definition resulting in the reduction of technical jargon and simplified 
definitions to reduce potential misinterpretations.

Table	5:	AASP	Phase	III	Performance	Measures	Definitions
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IV.	Reporting	Performance	Measures	by	Classification 

In Phase III measures are segregated by airport classification. In classifications where the measure is not applicable, the 
system will automatically populate the words “not a measure.”

On the Facilities/Performance Measures tab, an Edit button is now clearly visible for individual measures that require 
Planning or Statewide Aviation (SWA) updates. A total of 25 performance measures were revised in Phase III. Of those, 
7 will be updated via automated data pulls, and 18 require manual updating by SWA staff or the regional planners. The 
AASP inventory and needs update currently underway intends to make all performance measure data current; future 
changes requiring manual update are intended to be minimal and connected to new projects. The AASP will continue to 
explore opportunities to automatically update information.

To improve website reporting features for performance measures, regional scorecards and the individual airport report 
cards were updated. The new report cards eliminate the index scoring metric because surveys indicated that many 
individuals found this feature difficult to understand. The categories are clearly defined and the new design facilitates 
printing and distributing individual reports.

Table	6:	Phase	II	Versus	Phase	III	Individual	Airport	Report	Cards

 Phase II Individual Airport Report Cards New Phase III Individual Airport Report Cards
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The regional, statewide, and district scorecards were also updated so that each individual report could be printed easily. 
Performance measure reports are available on the internal AASP website under the Facilities and Reports tabs or by 
request from a regional planner.

The AASP programming team added the capability to collect and archive an annual snapshot of performance measure 
data. This new feature facilitates future trend analysis and tracking over time.

The outcome of the TAC Phase III work on classifications and related performance measures for each classification is 
summarized in a single chart. Where applicable, the text indicates information that the system will populate in each 
measure. For example, if Master Plan is a classification measure, the system will populate the date of the last approved 
Master Plan under the current condition in the individual airport report. This new feature enhances the amount of 
information provided in a single report.

Table	7:	Concept	Design	for	Regional/Statewide/District	Scorecards

Coldfoot (CXF)
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Table	8:	Chart	of	Performance	Measures	by	Airport	Classification*
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Refining the AASP classification definitions, performance measure tracking, and reporting provides important metrics 
that enable the DOT&PF to track system health over time, which is a foundational element of aviation system planning.

The AASP TAC team continues to evaluate different aspects of the system plan and upgrade the website reporting 
features. If you have suggestions, questions, or need more information, please visit the AASP website or contact the 
project team.

*Scalable PDF versions of charts and maps found in this report are available in Appendix A: Charts and B: Maps

Adak (ADK) - Photo by: Melissa Osborn
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